
CMU 15-418/618 Exam 2 Practice Problems

Miscellaneous Questions

A. You are working on parallelizing a matrix-vector multiplication, and try creating a result vector for
each thread (p). Your code then has each thread sum a subset (n/p) of rows (n) out of each result
vector. However, you find that the performance is unchanged as you increase the number of threads.
What algorithmic flaw is present in this approach?

B. Recall that the semantics of cilk spawn are that the spawned function is executed in a logically
asynchronous thread of control that may or may not run in parallel with execution of the caller.
Also recall that the implementation of Cilk work scheduling always runs the child (spawned) function
first.

Consider the following two implementations of a parallel for loop in Cilk.

/* implementation 1 */

for (int i=0 i<N; i++)

cilk_spawn myfunction(i);

/* implementation 2 */

void genwork(int start, int end) {

while (start < end - GRANULARITY) {

int mid = (end + start) / 2;

cilk_spawn genwork(start, mid);

start = mid;

}

for (int i=start; i<end; i++)

myfunction(i);

}

genwork(0, N); // launch all work

Give one reason why implementation 2 might give better performance than implementation 1 on
a parallel machine. (Your answer should be precise and refer to how the two programs would be
scheduled by the Cilk runtime.)
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Load Linked / Store Conditional

A common set of instructions that enable atomic execution is load linked-store conditional (LL-SC). The
idea is that when a processor loads from an address using a load linked operation, the corresponding
store conditional to that address will succeed only if no other writes to that address from another
processor have intervened. Note that unlike test and set or compare and swap, which are single atomic
operations, load linked and store conditional are different operations and the processor may execute other
instructions in between these two operations. Pseudocode for these instructions is given below.

int load_linked(int* addr) {

return *addr;

}

bool store_conditional(int* addr, int new_val) {

if (data in addr has not been changed since the corresponding load_linked) {

*addr = new_val;

return true;

} else

return false;

}

Example usage:

int x;

load_linked(&x);

y = f(x); // do stuff with x here

store_conditional(&x, y);

A. (5 pts) Implement a spin lock using LL and SC primitives:

void Lock(int* l) {

}

void Unlock(int* l) {

}
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B. (5 pts) Given that you now have a good understanding of a basic implementation of invalidation-
based cache coherence, describe how you would extend the behavior of MESI caches to implement
the load-linked and store conditional instructions.
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Controlling DRAM

Consider a computer with a single DIMM containing eight 1 MB DRAM chips (8 MB total capacity).
Each DRAM chip has one bank and row size 2 kilobits (256 bytes). As discussed in class, the DIMM is
connected to the memory controller via a 64-bit bus, with 8-bits per cycle transferred from each chip.

Assume that:

• Contiguous 1 MB regions of the physical address space are mapped to a single DRAM chip. 256
consecutive physical address space bytes are in a row. 1048576 consecutive bytes fill a DRAM chip.

• Physical address 0 maps to chip 0, row 0, column 0. Physical address 1048576 maps to chip 1, row
0, column 0, etc.

Given these assumptions, reading a 64-byte cache line beginning at address X requires the following
memory-controller logic, presented in C code below: (the data ends up in cache line)

char cache_line[64];

// compute DRAM clip, row, col for address X

int chip = X / 1048576;

int row = (X % 1048576) / 256;

int col = (X % 1048576) % 256

for (int i=0; i<64; i++) {

// Read one byte from each DRAM chip at given row and column (eight in total)

// so that the byte from chip j ends up in ‘from_dram[j]‘. Assume necessary

// DRAM row and column activations are performed inside DIMM_READ_FROM_CHIPS.

char from_dram[8];

DIMM_READ_FROM_CHIPS(row, column, from_dram);

cache_line[i] = from_dram[chip];

column++; // move to next byte in column

}

Questions are on next page...
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A. (2 pts) Explain why 64 iterations (64 reads from the DRAM chips) are required to populate the
buffer cache line.

B. (4 pts) Now assume the address space is byte-interleaved across the DRAM chips as discussed
in class and shown in the Figure below. (Byte X in the address space is stored on chip X % 8.)
Please provide C-like pseudocode for reading the 64-byte cache line at address X from DRAM into
cache line. Your code should make a series of calls to DIMM READ FROM CHIPS.

 CMU 15-418, Spring 2014

Reading one 64-byte (512 bit) cache line

Memory Controller

CPU

64 bit 
memory bus

L3 Cache

bits 0:7 bits 8:15 bits 16:23 bits 24:31 bits 32:39 bits 40:47 bits 48:55 bits 56:63

Cache miss of line X

Memory controller converts physical address to DRAM bank, row, column 
DRAM chips transmit first 64 bits in parallel (must activate row)

Read bank B, row R, column 0Hint: Recall that each DRAM chip row is 256 bytes.

C. (2 pts) How much higher “effective bandwidth” is achieved using the interleaved mapping from part
B than the original blocked mapping from part A?
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Interconnection Networks

A. (8 pts) The figure below shows four common network topologies (circles and squares represent network
endpoints and routers respectively).

Identify each topology and fill in the table below. Express the bisection bandwidth in Gbit/s, as-
suming each link is 1 Gbit/s. Express the cost and latency in terms of the number of network nodes
N, using Big O notation, e.g., O(logN) ).

Topology A Topology B Topology C

Topology Type/Name

Direct or Indirect

Blocking or Non-Blocking

Bisection Bandwidth

Cost

Latency
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